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FROM THE PRESIDENT

Susan Houde-Walter
OSA President

Over ten years
ago, at a spe-

cial meeting in 
San Francisco, a
few dozen OSA
volunteers and staff

members spent an intensive couple of days
brainstorming trends in scientific publish-
ing, meetings and the role of peer review.
We ended up with a short list of priorities,
including electronic publishing. The list was
broadcast throughout the technical councils
and other leadership. There was resonance;
it sounded like an opportunity.

Ten years is a long time in business terms.
We used e-mail at the time, but those of us
who browsed the Web used Mosaic; Netscape
and Explorer had yet to be released and
search engines were primitive. Nonetheless,
many of us embraced opportunities in
electronic publishing. Joe Eberly (who, as it
happens, is our new OSA Vice President)
proposed a new all-electronic journal (to be
named Optics Express, one of the first in the
world of physical science). After all those
discussions, we were not only ready, we were
eager. Optics Express was given an enthusias-
tic green light by both volunteers and staff.
Joe and his successor Mike Duncan have
since championed the journal, helping it to
become an unequivocal and historic success.

Nowadays, we have a standing Strategic
Planning Committee (SPC) that meets sev-
eral times a year. The current President-Elect
serves as Chair (Eric Van Stryland in 2005).
The SPC has a different charter than the
Board of Directors, of course. The Board is
responsible for oversight and operational
aspects of OSA. The SPC watches the hori-
zon for both opportunities and threats
five or ten years out. Input from the Tech
Council, Pubs Council, etc. is vital. Over the
years we have formulated a strategic plan and
mission and vision statements, all of which
are perpetually under discussion and revision.

Many volunteers have participated in
articulating the OSA mission. The result has
been remarkably consistent with few amend-
ments over the years. Our current mission 
is stated as follows:

To promote the generation, application
and archiving of knowledge in optics
and photonics and to disseminate this
knowledge worldwide.

Look at this: the OSA mission makes no
explicit mention of OSA members! Our 
mission is to serve the higher cause of optics
knowledge and to promote the forefront of
optics knowledge everywhere we can.
International boundaries are irrelevant.
Distinctions between basic science and
technological applications are irrelevant.
Distinctions between authors and readers, or
libraries and individual members are irrel-
evant. We are to share our devotion to opti-
cal science and technology with as many
people as possible.

Let’s look at a few results from a 2003
study conducted by the OSA membership
department to see how well we’re aligned
with our mission. As of 2003, approximately
60 percent of the authors submitting to
our journals live outside the United States.
Almost 40 percent of our members live out-
side the U.S. So, despite our historical name,
we are indeed an international organization.
Our student chapters are growing rapidly.
We added 24 student chapters in 2004 alone
(Poland, Romania, the United Kingdom,
Russia, Mexico, Israel, Canada, China,
Ukraine, India, Taiwan, Colombia and the
United States).

Of course, our reach goes beyond our
membership through library access to our
journals, both paper and electronic. We find
from the ISI citation studies that our jour-
nals are among the most cited optics jour-
nals in the world. Where we fall down is
representation at OSA governance. We are a
member-driven society, and most OSA vol-
unteers live in the United States. If we want
our leadership to better represent those we
serve, we will need to recruit volunteers
more broadly.

This mission business is hard work. It’s
also a lot of fun and there’s more than
enough to go around. If you want to be
involved in the OSA mission and can allocate
some time to volunteer work, please send an
e-mail with your name, affiliation, area of
technical expertise and volunteer skills to
volunteer@osa.org. Your contributions are
most welcome.

Strategic Planning
“Opportunity favors the prepared mind.”

— Traditional 
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